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Abstract
Vowels are typically characterized in terms of
their static position in formant space, though
vowels have also been long-known to undergo
dynamic formant change over their timecourse.
Recent studies have demonstrated that this
change is highly informative for distinguish-
ing vowels within a system, as well as pro-
viding additional resolution in characterizing
differences between dialects. It remains un-
clear, however, how both static and dynamic
representations capture the main dimensions
of vowel variation across a large number of
dialects. This study examines the role of
static, dynamic, and duration information for
5 vowels across 21 British and North Amer-
ican English dialects, and observes that vow-
els exhibit highly structured variation across
dialects, with dialects displaying similar pat-
terns within a given vowel, broadly corre-
sponding to a spectrum between traditional
‘monophthong’ and ‘diphthong’ characteriza-
tions. These findings highlight the importance
of dynamic and duration information in captur-
ing how vowels can systematically vary across
a large number of dialects, and provide the
first large-scale description of formant dynam-
ics across many dialects of a single language.

1 Introduction

Both the classification and measurement of vowels
have long been central, intersecting, issues for pho-
netic research. Vowels are dynamic in production,
yet language-specific vowel descriptions typically
use broad categories referring to more or less gen-
eral ‘movement’ of a vowel, such as distinguishing
between monophthongal and diphthongal vowel
realizations. At the same time, it is still unclear
in what low-dimensional space vowels themselves
vary: which acoustic properties best capture differ-
ences between vowels, and how securely categories
like ‘monophthong’ and ‘diphthong’ can be estab-
lished empirically within and across languages. Do
these discrete categories reflect the ways in which

vowels vary, or are vowel distinctions better char-
acterized by a spectrum, reflecting various degrees
of ‘movement’? This study addresses this question
by examining vowel variation within a language –
across dialects – to consider how both static and
dynamic properties of vowels capture dialectal vari-
ation across English.

Static measurements of formants, taken at a sin-
gle time-point within the vowel, have long provided
useful approximations for cues to vowel properties
such as height and backness (e.g. Peterson and Bar-
ney, 1952; Hillenbrand and Gayvert, 1993), and
have been central to previous descriptions of how
vowels vary across dialects (e.g., Hagiwara, 1997;
Clopper et al., 2005; Labov et al., 2006). Beyond
single-point measurements of vowels, however, the
importance of time-dependent dynamic informa-
tion – such as spectral change and duration – has
also been recognized since the earliest phonetic
studies of vowel production and perception (e.g. Pe-
terson and Barney, 1952; House, 1961; Gay, 1968).

Research on English has shown that this dynamic
information may be utilized for better distinguish-
ing vowels within a language (Harrington and Cas-
sidy, 1994; Watson and Harrington, 1999; Williams
and Escudero, 2014; Docherty et al., 2015), can re-
flect detailed dialectal and sociolinguistic meaning
(Risdal and Kohn, 2014; Farrington et al., 2018;
Williams et al., 2019), play a role in the develop-
ment of dialect-specific vowel shifts (Evans, 1935;
Labov, 1991; Clopper et al., 2005; Labov et al.,
2006; Fox and Jacewicz, 2017), and constitute a ro-
bust source of variation across speakers (e.g. Mac-
Dougall, 2006; Morrison, 2009). Studies on single
dialects have demonstrated that vowels vary in their
average duration (House and Fairbanks, 1953; Pe-
terson and Lehiste, 1960; Crystal and House, 1982),
though our understanding of how vowel durations
systematically vary across dialects is relatively lim-
ited (e.g., Bailey, 1968; Wetzell, 2000; Fridland
et al., 2014; Tauberer and Evanini, 2009).
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Looking across many English dialects, however,
it still remains unclear how best to characterize, on
one hand, vowel variability across multiple acous-
tic dimensions (including how robustly monoph-
thong/diphthong categories hold up across dialects),
and on the other hand, the extent to which dynamic
representations compare with static measures for
characterizing differences between dialects on the
basis of vowel realization. This study takes a com-
putational and exploratory approach to addressing
these issues, by considering the following research
question: to what extent do dynamic representa-
tions of vowels (formant trajectories, duration)
capture additional information (over static F1/F2
position) in describing vowel variation across En-
glish dialects? Concretely, answers to this ques-
tion are addressed in two ways: 1. through an ex-
ploratory analysis of English vowel variability (Sec-
tion 3.1), which enables inspection of the ‘same’
vowel across different dialects, including the evi-
dence for monophthong/diphthong classification; 2.
through a dialect classification experiment, where
different combinations of formant position, trajec-
tory shape, and duration are compared in their abil-
ity to correctly classify the dialect of a given vowel
(Section 3.2). The exploratory analysis is moti-
vated by the phonetic literature discussed above,
which uses formant dynamics to characterize the
vowel space of a given dialect, while the classi-
fication experiment is inspired by by the compu-
tational literature on dialect classification, where
different kinds of acoustic information have been
found to independently help differentiate dialects
(e.g. Woehrling et al., 2009; Hanani et al., 2013;
Chittaragi and Koolagudi, 2019).

The study takes a ‘large-scale’ approach, through
the consistent extraction of the same measures for
a large amount of data collected from speech cor-
pora of 21 English dialects. Scaling up the anal-
ysis across multiple dialects is made possible by
tools for automatic annotation (e.g. Schiel, 1999;
Fromont and Hay, 2012; McAuliffe et al., 2017a),
acoustic analysis (Rosenfelder et al., 2014; Mielke
et al., 2019), and integrating information across
idiosyncratic data formats (McAuliffe et al., 2017b,
2019). To our knowledge, this is the largest cross-
dialect study to date of formant dynamics.

Vowels for the study were selected to provide
a spectrum of qualities which are described in the
English dialectological literature as ranging from
largely monophthongal through to usually diph-

thongal, varying dialectally by the presence of a
glide (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1993), reflected
in the degree of formant change over their time-
course. Specifically, the vowels were the following,
as represented in terms of lexical sets (a charac-
teristic word of a particular vowel) (Wells, 1982):
FLEECE, FACE, PRICE, MOUTH, and CHOICE.
FLEECE is expected to be monophthongal across
dialects; MOUTH, PRICE, and CHOICE are expected
to be diphthongs, which vary across dialects in both
the degree of dynamic change and overall position
(e.g. ‘monophthongization’ of PRICE in Southern
US varieties, ‘Canadian raising’ of MOUTH in some
Canadian/US varieties: Thomas, 2001; Labov et al.,
2006; Boberg, 2010). FACE is expected to be inter-
mediate between monophthongs and diphthongs,
dependent on the specific dialect (e.g. Trudgill,
1999; Labov et al., 2006; Haddican et al., 2013).

2 Data

This study examines variation in stressed vow-
els from 21 British and North American En-
glish dialects, using corpus data collated as
part of the SPeech Across Dialects of En-
glish (SPADE) project (Sonderegger et al., 2022,
https://spade.glasgow.ac.uk/), including multi-
dialect corpora from the United Kingdom (Cole-
man et al., 2012; Grabe, 2004; Anderson et al.,
2007) and North America (Godfrey et al., 1992;
Greenbaum and Nelson, 1996), as well as multiple
individual English dialect corpora (Pitt et al., 2007;
Dodsworth and Kohn, 2012; Stuart-Smith et al.,
2017; Rosen and Skriver, 2015; Fabricius, 2000;
Holmes-Elliott, 2015). Here, North American di-
alects refers to dialects in Canada and the United
States as outlined in The Atlas of North American
English (Labov et al., 2006). Due to the relative
sparsity of Canadian data compared with United
States and British dialects, Canadian dialects were
distinguished along rural and urban dimensions
instead of geographical location (Greenbaum and
Nelson, 1996; Rosen and Skriver, 2015). Dialec-
tal distinctions for British English used Trudgill’s
(1999) modern dialectal groupings, based on both
phonological and lexical distinctions. Speakers
for Scottish dialects were grouped based on in-
formation from The Scottish National Dictionary
(Skretkowicz and Rennie, 2005).

Tokens with a duration shorter than 50 millisec-
onds were not extracted, in line with previous stud-
ies of vowel formants (Dodsworth, 2013; Frue-
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Figure 1: Schematic of all dynamic measures (dashed
lines) used in the study mapped to a hypothetical
CHOICE vowel trajectory (solid line).

hwald, 2013). Vowels with a duration longer than
500 milliseconds were also excluded. Formants
were extracted in Hertz at 21 equally-spaced points,
and were automatically measured with PolyglotDB
(McAuliffe et al., 2017b) using the measurement
scheme described in Mielke et al. (2019). The first
and last 20% of the vowel was excluded to min-
imise the influence of surrounding segments (Fox
and Jacewicz, 2009; Williams and Escudero, 2014;
Williams et al., 2019). The remaining middle 60%
of the vowel (13 points) was then z-score normal-
ized against all vowels produced by the speaker
(‘Lobanov normalization’, Lobanov, 1971).

In order to inspect spectral change across di-
alects more easily, and to allow comparison of our
exploratory formant-based analyses with existing
cross-dialect research (Section 3.1), we calculated
a set of measures which are based on calculations
of ‘vowel section length’ (VSL): the Euclidean dis-
tance between two formant points (n,m):

V SLn,m =
√

(F1n − F1m)2 + (F2n − F2m)2

A measure of the overall spectral change (called
‘Vector Length’) is derived from calculating the
VSL of the vowel onset and offset, whilst more
complex representations of the trajectory can be
derived from the summation of VSLs calculated
from subsets of the points, such as onset to mid-
point + midpoint to offset (Fox and Jacewicz, 2009).
Figure 1 illustrates these measures on a hypotheti-
cal formant trajectory. A wide range of measures
have been utilized within the vowel dynamic lit-
erature for capturing the dynamic properties of a
formant trajectory, such as polynomial functions

(MacDougall and Nolan, 2007; Van der Harst et al.,
2014; Themistocleous, 2017), discrete cosine trans-
forms (Watson and Harrington, 1999; Williams and
Escudero, 2014), target-locus scaling (Broad and
Clermont, 2017), and additive models (Kirkham
et al., 2019; Renwick and Stanley, 2020) – the
choice to use vector-based measurements of for-
mant trajectories was motivated by their use in
numerous studies of dialectal variation in English
(Fox and Jacewicz, 2009; Cardoso, 2015; Farring-
ton et al., 2018) and other languages (Mayr and
Davies, 2011; Schoorman et al., 2015). Whilst
these methods have not been explicitly compared,
the decision to make use of the vector-based mea-
surements in this study is based around the rela-
tive comparability with the previous cross-dialectal
work using this measure, as well as its relative in-
terpretability as a representation of spectral change.
More information about the data, vowel formant
extraction, and measurement calculation methods
used in this study can be found in Tanner (2020). In
total, 323,060 tokens (6259 types), corresponding
to 1245 speakers from 21 dialects of North Ameri-
can and British English, were analyzed (Table 1).

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the vowel plot for each dialect
included in the study, with arrows reflecting the
vowel trajectories for each of the five vowels. Even
from the empirical data, two findings are immedi-
ately clear: dialects are variable in their phonetic
implementation of a given vowel, but there are
also consistent patterns for the same vowel across
dialects, including the anticipated monophthong-
diphthong spectrum: from least movement for
FLEECE to visible trajectories for CHOICE, PRICE,
and MOUTH, with FACE showing dialect-specific
variation consistent with monophthongal realiza-
tion in Scottish dialects (Central Scotland, Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, N. Scotland & I) to diphthongs in
other regions (East England, Midwest US). Again,
the Scottish dialects show a distinct fronting pattern
for MOUTH (shown as a reduction in normalized
F2) compared with other dialects where MOUTH

typically shows a backing pattern as it raises.

3.1 Exploratory analysis

To capture the formant position, the speaker-
normalized F1 and F2 values were taken from the
20% and 80% points, corresponding to the vowel
Onset and Offset respectively. Figure 3 (top) illus-
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Continent Dialect Corpus Speakers Tokens
North America Canada (rural) Canadian-Prairies 44 20042

Canada (rural) ICE-Canada 8 2764
Canada (urban) Canadian-Prairies 67 38021
Canada (urban) ICE-Canada 8 877
Midwest US Buckeye 40 17669
New England Switchboard 18 2868
North Midland US Switchboard 44 7126
Northern US Switchboard 53 7494
NYC Switchboard 19 3183
Raleigh US Raleigh 100 64659
South Midland US Switchboard 106 20327
Southern US Switchboard 37 5595
Western US Switchboard 45 6376

United Kingdom Central Scotland SCOTS 23 5237
East Central England Audio BNC 30 3877
East England Audio BNC 100 13429
East England Hastings 49 25477
East England IViE 12 972
East England IViE 11 992
East England ModernRP 48 2811
Edinburgh SCOTS 18 2361
Glasgow SCOTS 26 4432
Glasgow SOTC 155 45487
Lower North England Audio BNC 41 5445
Lower North England IViE 11 891
Lower North England IViE 10 760
North East England Audio BNC 10 917
North East England IViE 12 1018
Northern Scotland & Islands SCOTS 31 3998
South West England Audio BNC 37 3458
West Central England Audio BNC 32 4497

Total 21 11 1245 323060

Table 1: Speaker and token count for each dialect used in this study, separated by the corpus from which the data
was originally sourced.

trates the position of the onset and offset of each
dialect, for each of the five vowels. This figure
again captures overall consistency in the broad real-
ization of a given vowel across dialects, but also the
substantial differences between dialects in occupy-
ing the formant space for each vowel. The degree
of this difference, however, varies by vowel. For ex-
ample, dialects are somewhat diffused for CHOICE

(outer left) FACE, (inner left), and PRICE (outer
right), whilst maintaining some similarity in the
difference between the onset and offset (reflected
in the direction of the arrow) across dialects.

Three measures were calculated to capture prop-
erties of a vowel’s formant trajectory independent

of its position in formant space. The first, Vector
Length (calculated from VSL, Equation 2), was
calculated between the onset and offset value, re-
flecting the overall degree of linear spectral change
over the vowel’s timecourse. One measurement
commonly used in studies of trajectory shape, tra-
jectory length (Fox and Jacewicz, 2009; Mayr and
Davies, 2011; Farrington et al., 2018) is calculated
as the summation of two VSLs: one measuring the
distance from the vowel onset to midpoint, and an-
other measuring the distance from the midpoint to
the vowel offset. As trajectory length is highly cor-
related with Vector Length (r = 0.99, p < 0.001
for this data), we derived our second measure, Vec-
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Figure 2: normalized by-dialect vowel trajectories for the central 60% of the five vowels analyzed, averaged over
all tokens for that dialect. Duration corresponds to the within-speaker z-score normalization.

tor Offset, as trajectory length subtracted from
Vector Length, reflecting the residual difference
between the two measures. Finally, Vector Angle,
the measure of a vowel’s direction of change, was
derived from the onset and offset position, on a
180/−180◦ scale (e.g., ↑ = 0 ◦,← = 90 ◦). Figure
3 (bottom) illustrates the dialectal variation in both
Vector Length (a dialect’s distance from the centre
of the compass) and Vector Angle (the orientation
around the compass). This figure demonstrates that,
as with formant position (Fig. 3 top), the degree
of dialectal variation for these dimensions differs
between vowels, while showing some consistency
within-vowel. FACE and PRICE show little dialectal
variation in Vector Angle; instead, dialects differ in
Vector Length. CHOICE and MOUTH show dialectal
variation in both Vector Angle and Vector Length,
within a clear range. (For example, CHOICE al-
ways points between−90◦ and 0◦.) FLEECE shows
very little overall spectral change, reflected in all
dialects clustered around the centre of the compass.

Vowel Duration was calculated by z-score nor-
malizing the vowel’s force-aligned duration against
all of the speaker’s vowels (including vowels not
analyzed in this study). As with previous mea-
sures, duration exhibits a wide range of variabil-
ity across dialects, but this variability is some-
what structured within-vowel, roughly along the
anticipated monophthong–diphthong axis: FLEECE

shows the lowest average duration across di-
alects, with the least variability, followed by FACE

(higher average, more variability), followed by
PRICE/MOUTH/CHOICE.

Overall, the exploratory analysis shows that di-
alects tend to vary in how they produce the ‘same’
vowel, in fairly constrained ways, across both for-
mant position and dynamics, consistent with the
intuitive axis of degree of ‘movement’: FLEECE <
FACE < PRICE, MOUTH, CHOICE in terms of how
much dialectal variation there is in both spectral
change and duration.

3.2 Dialect classification experiment

We now turn to quantitative characterization of the
extent to which dynamics (trajectory shape, dura-
tion) provide additional information about dialectal
variability on top of static measures (F1/F2 posi-
tion). In this experiment, different combinations
of measures are used to train a supervised learning
model to predict the dialect label associated with
data from a single vowel/speaker pair. Support vec-
tor machines (SVMs) were trained on each vowel
using the e1071 package (Meyer et al., 2019) in
R (R Core Team, 2019). SVMs are a class of super-
vised learning model, which can be trained to as-
sign (‘classify’) a label (such as dialect, e.g., South-
ern US, Glasgow) to a datapoint based on predictor
values such as formant, trajectory, and duration
measurements. The radial basis function kernel
was used for SVMs in this study, which allows for
fitting non-linear decision boundaries, since we do
not a priori expect boundaries between dialects to
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Figure 3: Top: Mean dialect F1 and F2 values for the 5 vowels (CHOICE, FACE, FLEECE, MOUTH, PRICE). One
point per dialect. Onset value represented by the start point of the arrow; offset represented by position of arrow-
head. Middle: Mean dialect values for Vector Angle (direction on compass) and Vector Length (distance from
centre), for each of the five vowels in the study. Bottom: Mean z-normalized duration values per dialect.

be linear. We use a multiclass version of SVMs, to
predict one ofN -many possible dialect labels given
prototypical formant position, trajectory shape, and
duration values.

The data was prepared for SVM training by av-
eraging formant, trajectory shape, and duration val-
ues for each speaker across each vowel, and sepa-
rate SVMs were trained for each of the 5 vowels
analyzed in this study. The choice to use one ob-
servation per speaker (compared to one value for
each observation in the dataset) was motivated by
the desire to abstract away from variability due to
phonological environment, and instead achieve an
‘average’ value for a vowel for a speaker by aver-
aging over all observations of that vowel by that
speaker. To examine how different combinations of
measures best contribute to accurately predicting
the dialect, 7 SVMs were trained for each vowel
on a different set of measurements (for a total of
35 SVMs):

1. Formant values (F1/F2 onset + offset)

2. Trajectory shape (Vec. Length, Offset, Angle)

3. Duration

4. Formants + duration

5. Trajectory + duration

6. Formants + trajectory

7. Formants + trajectory + duration

Each SVM was trained on a 80% subset of
the data, and tuned to derive the best parameters
(margin parameter C, kernel parameter γ) via 10-
fold cross validation. A ‘dummy classifier’ model
which returns the most common dialect label from
the test set was also included as a baseline model.
The performance on the 20% test set is evaluated
using a metric that appropriately accounts for class
imbalance. This measure, balanced accuracy, is
the average of a model’s sensitivity and specificity,
and accounts for class imbalance by normalizing
the true positive and negative rates by the rela-
tive number of samples (Kelleher et al., 2015).
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(Note that balanced accuracy is 0.5 for the base-
line.) Balanced accuracy was calculated using the
yardstick package (Kuhn and Vaughan, 2020).
To directly compare how different combinations
of metrics aid in the classification of dialects, the
differences in balanced accuracy for each vowel
was calculated, and significance of the difference
was evaluated through a one-sided permutation test,
comparing the likelihood of whether the difference
was greater than the average difference observed
for 1000 permutations (Table 3), and were subject
to within-vowel Benjamini-Hochberg False Discov-
ery Rate (FDR) adjustment for multiple compar-
isons.

Table 2 shows the classification performance
for each SVM, which demonstrates that using
all SVMs improve over the naive baseline model
(row 1), and the best-performing SVM includes
dynamic information (trajectory or duration), for
every vowel. Table 3 shows the performance differ-
ences between SVMs trained with different combi-
nations of measurements, specifically comparing
how dynamic measurements aid in distinguishing
dialects relative to formant-only models (rows 1-2),
as well as how utilizing all measurements compare
with removing either trajectory measurements (row
3) or duration (row 4).

Comparing how dynamic (trajectory and dura-
tion) information provides additional resolution for
distingiushing between dialects, the use of duration
as a cue alongside formant information provides a
large and significant increase in accuracy across all
vowels (Table 3 row 1); alongside the observation
that duration in isolation largely returns the lowest
accuracy of all model sets (Table 2 row 4), this sug-
gests English dialects do not sufficiently vary in du-
ration for duration to uniquely distinguish dialects,
but instead is a meaningful cue alongside a vowel’s
formant position. The additional effect of duration
is mitigated when all measurements are included
(Table 3 row 4), though including duration still re-
sults in significantly better classification accuracy
for FLEECE, MOUTH, and PRICE. The additional
role of trajectory information relative to formant
position, in contrast, is much more variable across
vowels (Table 3 row 2). Trajectory information
plays the largest role for distinguishing MOUTH

vowels across dialects, reflecting the fact that both
Vector Length and Vector Angle vary substantially
across dialects (Figure 3), with MOUTH in Scottish
dialects fronting over its timecourse.

4 Discussion

This study has examined variability in English
vowel realization across 21 dialects, to address the
broad question of how to characterize variability
in the ‘same’ vowel, across multiple acoustic di-
mensions, considering both static formant position
and time-dependent dynamic information (trajec-
tory shape, duration). What low-dimensional space
does vowel variability lie in, does it line up with tra-
ditional notions of ‘monophthong’ vs. ‘diphthong’,
and what role do static versus dynamic information
play?

Our exploratory analysis (Section 3.1) found that
while dialects vary in the static and dynamic real-
ization of vowels, this cross-dialectal variation is
clearly structured: the ‘same’ vowel patterns sim-
ilarly with respect to dynamic realization, across
dialects. As a first approximation, the patterns of
dynamic variation within vowels seems to broadly
correspond to the general monophthong/diphthong
characterization, related to varying degrees of for-
mant ‘movement’ during the vowel timecourse:
FLEECE exhibits the least change, followed by
FACE, with PRICE, MOUTH, CHOICE showing the
most change; duration patterns similarly. Future
work should incorporate more vowels into the anal-
ysis, to fully map out the structure of variability
within and between dialects, and assess its possible
sources.

The dialect classification experiment (Section
3.2) showed that whilst both formant position and
trajectory shape can separately inform the predic-
tion of a given dialect, accuracy is improved with
both types of measures are used together. While
previous work has shown that trajectory informa-
tion is informative within a given dialect, these
results demonstrate that characterizations of the
formant trajectory also provide additional resolu-
tion as to the ways vowels can systematically differ
across individual dialects. This study utilized one
particular representation of trajectory shape: Vector
Length/Offset/Angle. Testing other representations
of trajectory shape, such as DCTs (Watson and
Harrington, 1999; Williams and Escudero, 2014;
Williams et al., 2019), would be a useful avenue
for future research, especially if these improve on
dialect classification accuracy, which is fairly low
when using Vector Length/Offset/Angle.

Our understanding of cross-dialectal variation
in vowel duration has been largely limited to stud-
ies of North American dialects, especially in the
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Measures FLEECE FACE PRICE MOUTH CHOICE
Baseline (most common dialect label) 50 50 50 50 50

Formants (F1, F2 onset + offset) 58 61.3 62.2 61.4 56.7
Trajectory (Vector Length, Offset, Angle) 54.5 62.1 56 63.6 56
Duration 55 52.9 57.4 52.7 51.9

{Formants, duration} 62.5 65.3 66.2 66.4 60.3
{Trajectory, duration} 56.7 65.1 60.6 65.4 55.9
{Formants, trajectory} 60.8 62.7 65 67.4 57.6
{Formants, trajectory, duration} 63.4 64.2 69.4 70 59.2

Table 2: Balanced accuracy (%) for each SVM, trained with different configurations of formant position, trajectory
shape, and duration measures.

FLEECE FACE PRICE MOUTH CHOICE
Comparisons ∆Ba. p ∆Ba. p ∆Ba. p ∆Ba. p ∆Ba. p

{F, D} vs F 4.5 0.004 4 0.004 4 0.006 5 0 3.6 0.046
{F, T} vs F 2.8 0.034 1.4 0.122 2.8 0.018 6 0 0.9 0.231
{F, T, D} vs {F, D} 0.9 0.148 −1.1 0.39 3.2 0.009 3.6 0.008 −1.1 0.364
{F, T, D} vs {F, T} 2.6 0.034 1.5 0.122 4.4 0.002 2.6 0.021 1.6 0.181

Table 3: Differences in balanced accuracy (∆Ba., %) between different combinations of measurements, with
within-vowel FDR-adjusted p-values calculated using a one-sided permutation test with 1000 permutations (bold
indicates p < 0.05). F = Formants, T = Trajectory, D = Duration.

US South (e.g. Jacewicz et al., 2007; Tauberer and
Evanini, 2009; Fridland et al., 2014), leaving open
the question of how duration varies across English
dialects more generally. Results of the dialect clas-
sification experiment suggest that duration does
contribute unique information over formant posi-
tion and trajectory shape, but it is the least infor-
mative feature. However, this study only included
vowels which are ‘tense’ in most dialects, which
tend to be longer (than ‘lax’ vowels). Future work
incorporating more vowels into the analysis would
allow for better assessment of the role of duration,
and would provide additional information about
about dialectal differences in duration across En-
glish vowels in general.

To our knowledge, this is the largest study to
date of formant dynamics (in terms of number of
dialects, and tokens), for any language. Analyz-
ing data at this scale was made possible due to
access to a large number of corpora and tools for
automated acoustic measurement. Previous large
cross-dialectal analyses (e.g. Wells, 1982; Thomas,
2001; Labov et al., 2006) were multi-year enter-
prises requiring substantial time and labor-intensive
manual annotation, making only simple characteri-
zations of vowel dynamics (e.g. onset + offset) pos-
sible. Access to force-aligned speech corpora and
the automatic measurement of formants allows the

analysis to be ‘scaled-up’ easily relative to many
other dialectal studies of vowel quality, but also
requires recognition of a number of limitations for
studies of this kind. Whilst this method has been
shown to generate accurate formant values and pro-
cedures are taken to avoid tracking ‘false formants’
(Mielke et al., 2019), it is simply not possible with
data at this scale to be manually validated. Sim-
ilarly forced aligned segments have a minimum
time duration (often 30ms) and a minimum time
resolution (often 10ms), particularly for vowels
which may have undergone substantial reduction.
We attempted to account for this by applying lower
and upper-limits for vowel durations to be included
in the study; it remains possible that biases or inac-
curacies in vowel duration exist within the dataset.
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